BENEFITS OF AC
PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE
Nothing can provide more relief than
when you feel the cold air from your
air conditioning cool your home on a
hot summer day.
But your AC can’t be expected to cool
down your home without regular
maintenance and inspections.
Regular AC maintenance ensures
that your AC unit is working
effectively to keep your
home cool and won’t break down any
time soon. Here are some reasons
you should consider getting your AC
maintained regularly:

KEEP YOUR AIR CONDITIONING
ENERGY EFFICIENT
Your AC technician ensures that they are
thoroughly inspecting all components of the AC unit
and compressor. While they are inspecting the different
components, they make sure to clean the dirt and grime
that can accumulate over time.
Foreign particles within your AC unit can make it work
harder, and thus use more energy, to cool your home.
Effectively lower your energy bills with regular
maintenance services.

TAKE MEASURES TO PREVENT
COSTLY REPAIRS DOWN THE LINE
While it may not be a significant change for you, your AC
unit can begin to deteriorate over time without proper
maintenance. Regular maintenance lets technicians
check multiple components for potential signs of failure
or inefficiency.
When they catch these inefficiencies early, they can easily
repair these components for an affordable price. It is more
affordable than replacing the components altogether once
they break down, and can save you the inconvenience of
living with a broken AC as well.

EXTEND THE LONGEVITY
OF YOUR UNIT AND COMPRESSOR
Regular maintenance allows your AC unit to maintain
great performance throughout its life. It can enable you
to use your AC efficiently no matter what time of the
year it is without any problems.

MAINTAIN YOUR INDOOR AIR QUALITY
Over time, your AC unit can collect dirt, debris, and other
contaminants within its pipes and filters. This can further
ruin the indoor air quality of your home.
Frequent maintenance enables all contaminants and dirt to
be removed, which helps maintain the air quality within
your home.

NEED AC MAINTENANCE RIGHT AWAY?
GIVE OUR EXPERTS A CALL
Keep your AC unit efficient and extend its longevity
while maintaining your home’s air quality by scheduling
an Air Conditioning Maintenance with Dalton Air
Conditioning & Heating in the Texas area.

Call Dalton today at

(713) 677-2051

to schedule your AC maintenance!

